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2.

1

First day meeting: Wednesday, 26/10/2016

Agenda topic

Level of achievement of the activities and quality of the outcomes
produced to day

Discussion-key points:
Opening Speech:
Jacques Wilkin opens the meeting and welcomes everybody, followed by Paola Bolognini who excuses the
absence of Marek Lawinski and gives some news of his recovery. Marek has prepared the meeting with Paola
and Sébastien Roux and will be following our works.
Sébastien Roux clarifies the agenda for this two-days meeting and the way the partners will work together (see
agenda).
Progress Review:
Sébastien Roux explains and comments the content of the attached document “PROGRESS REVIEW” (ANNEX
III), which presents the progress report and the intermediate evaluation report written in September and
joined to the intermediate report sent to the Erasmus+ agency. This document reviews all outputs and events
from the beginning of the project till now. He details the different intellectual outputs (IO) and phases
comparing to the initial agenda and the consortium discusses the reasons why we are late and how we could
manage the rest of the project (see appendix). On average, we have a 6 month’s delay for IO1 and IO2. This
meeting is very important!
The phases O1-A3 and O2-A1 have to be validated during this meeting; the definitions of O2-A2 have to be
validated too; and the agenda and methodology of O3 must be settled. We ought to reduce the gap in great
proportion. Sébastien highlights how important it is to achieve these goals for the end of this meeting.
Frank Bertelmann explains that for the last 6 month, the coordinator has been too silent. He thinks we would
need more “kicks” from the promoter, especially when collaborating with the WP leader.
Sebastien Roux agrees that it may have been not clear but also clarifies the role of the WP leader: he/she must
set the pace to the work, by sending the documents, asking for feedbacks, setting up deadlines.
Paola Bolognini engages herself to work closer to the WP leaders. Communication will be improved and she is
happy that we are able to discuss that kind of issues.
Laetitia Beckers highlights the fact that, due to the terrorist attacks, all partners could not attend the kick-off,
which is one of the most important ones. This must be one of the main reasons of this 6 month delay.
Compliance with the objectives:
Sébastien presents his analysis of the compliance of the work in progress with the project’s objectives and
methodology defined in the application. The conclusion is that the consortium is totally in line with the initial
engagements. This is a very positive point!
Conclusions:
The agenda has been approved
Related documents

Yes

Annex III

Annex III : Progress review

Agenda topic

Communication and dissemination activities carried out to

Discussion-key points:
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Website presentation by Paola Bolognini : www.constructyvet.eu, composed by a public and a private part.
She invites the partners to visit the website again. Paola will create an account for each member of the
project so that they can put documents on the private part.
For the public part, only Paola has the access to add/modify documents: if a partner wants to add some
content, he can send it to Paola (administrator of the website) and she will add it. If possible, WORD format
and do not forget disclaim notes for the publications, if it is in PDF format. A visitor can register to the
newsletters and receive information and news.
Dissemination process:
As far as dissemination is concerned, the website is now operational, a leaflet and the 1st newsletter has
been produced in FR and EN, but was not disseminated much. And no multiplier event has been organised
yet. We are behind schedule in the dissemination phase - this is quite logical as we are a late with the work
on the IOs.
Each partner is invited to explain about his dissemination activities
FLC:
Link to the project’s website on the institutional FLC website + they have a new Community manager within
the international projects Department and she will take care of communication. She will contact CCCA-BTPBTP in order to better organize dissemination.
Poland:
Agnieszka must check with her colleagues if there are information on their website + disseminate the
newsletter.
Cenfic:
Has sent the newsletter to the companies involved in phase 1 (interviews). They will add the website link to
their institutional website.
Formedil:
Presentation of the project at the occasion of “Build up skills pillar II” on 10/11 (about 50 people). Rossella
will check if the newsletter has been disseminated, in EN or FR.
BZB:
The information on ConstructyVET has been added to the BZB website. The leaflet has been disseminated.
30-35 experts were informed about the project + 1 professor in Berlin (working on renovating curricula) is
very interested by the project. BZB will put information on CPD website. The newsletter will be distributed to
the appro. 50 participants of a dissemination event on the project ITOWN on November the 11th.
Warrington:
Nothing till now. The website link will be added to their institutional website and the newsletter will be
disseminated to the companies involved on IO1.
IFAPME:
Website + newsletter dissemination + event on 30/08 at the occasion of an academic session “start of the
CCCA-BTP-BTP:
Link on the CCCA-BTP-BTP website + spread the newsletter + Reforme Website + article in an internal
specialized magazine called “Parcours BTP”
Multiplier events:
Remember that each partner has to organise multiplier events. Reminder: a MPE must be linked to an
intellectual output! It must be held between month 6 and 24 (before August 2017). Partners really need to
think about it asap (before June will be better).
We have two possibilities, described in the application: workshops or transversal events.
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Remember:
100 € per local participant (not from our organisations) ;
200 € per non-local participant ;
Number of people is not the most important issue. Quality of the event is mostly wanted.
Partners’ feedbacks on Madrid meeting:
Sébastien presents the feedbacks of the satisfaction questionnaires of the Madrid meeting (M2). Partners
would have needed:
- More time to express themselves
- More team work
- Precisely define the objectives for each activity
- Interruptions during the meeting in order to have discussions on methodological or technical issues and
decisions.
Suggestions for next meetings will be:
Clarify decisions and ask for partners’ approval
Have specific moments for decisions making + reminder at the end of the meeting (10 minutes before the
end)
Use the GANTT diagram as common reference (and will be helpful to fulfil the timesheets)
Conclusions-decisions:

Organize a multiplier event before August 2017 (EACH)
GANTT with updated work program (based on GANTT 1) + modify the dates (end dates but not start dates). It
will be available on drop box and website (CCCA-BTP-BTP)
BZB gives its new website address to Paola for ConstructyVet website
Update website with the minutes of the meeting (CCCA-BTP)
Create website accounts for partners (CCCA-BTP)
For those who translated the newsletter, please send it to CCCA-BTP in word format (for website)
Put disclaim on the newsletter (CCCA-BTP)
Check if the information of ConstructyVet are available in the partners’ websites (EACH)
Prepare a document to give some information about how to organize the Multiplier events (CCCA-BTP).
Laetita (Centre IFAPME Huy Waremme) sends a template to CCCA-BTP
Next meeting:
Next meeting will take place in Düsseldorf on 22 and 23nd March 2017 (the Reforme meeting will be on
24/03)
Related documents
3.

Yes

No

Second day meeting: Thursday, 27/10/2016

Agenda topic

Common methodology for the adjustment of VET contents of the VET
paths selected (L.M. Barrios, FLC)

Discussion-key points:
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Luis Manuel presents the IO2 methodology (see annex IV). He amended the document presented in Madrid
taking into consideration the work done on IO1 and the exchanges with Wojciech Stechly in Madrid on
terminology.
He stresses that not only soft skills are needed: for example safety and health issues do not belong to soft
skills, but are rather transversal skills. In fact, this distinction between soft and transversal skills is not useful:
the aim is to identify and define a relevant list of skills, whatever soft or transversal.
The main point is the learning outcomes, but to generate them, we have to produce learning units. Xavier
sums it up by saying that so far we were in a research phase, this phase is now ok. Now, it is much more
difficult because we need to define the learning outcomes with the help of the
Knowledge/Skills/Competences (KSC) method. Luis Manuel and wavier warn us that this work on the learning
outcomes will be the most difficult, and must also been done quickly retarding the work schedule ahead.
Group work on the 20 items (see annex) developed in the frame of this methodology. Each group has to
discuss the possible KSC description for the items.
Group 1: communication / learning / mentoring / flexibility
Group 2: orientation / relationship / leadership / problem solving
Group 3: conflicts / organisation / digital competences / management
Group 4: work under pressure / identification to company / integration / economy
Presentation of group work and discussion
Remark from group 1: perhaps it will be better with less items (around 10-12 maximum). This idea is shared
by the other groups. Partners all agree with the fact that some items are quite similar and could be put
together.
Remark from group 3: Role playing is a very relevant way of teaching this kind of soft/transversal skills,
especially for our target groups.
Conclusions-decisions:
FLC collects the documents and will provide a new document with:
- less skills (combine some of them) to a target of 20
- list of skills + partner contribution
They will attribute these skills to each partners in order to apply the methodology and develop their
description using the KSC system. Back to the objectives, Sebastien Roux asks if the partners agree with the
fact of having the skills list after the meeting and apply the explained methodology (items in KSC)
FLC provides a new document / list of items + partner contribution for 15/11
Partners agree for 20/11
Partners will propose red and green colours for the skills they manage and send it to FLC for 25/11
FLC will share the work among partners for 30/11
Each partner prepares his work (translate skills in Los) and send it back to FLC, for 30/01/2017
FLC will check + adjust the documents between February and March, with the help of other partners
FLC will present the final version of this output in Düsseldorf
All partners agree
Frank Bertelmann highlight the fact that we must not be too long in the description of the KSC, 2 pages max.
Related documents

Yes

Annex IV

Annex IV : Document finalized by FLC concerning O2 : IO2 Methodology_Phase_2
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Discussion about the preparation of Phase 3 of the Project (R. Martino,
A.Linari, FORMEDIL)

Agenda topic

Sébastien Roux presents the agenda of the afternoon (linked to O3) and the work to progress. It is really necessary
to link O2 and O3 and discuss the methodology for adopting training modules.
- conceiving training modules
- modularization
- accompany learners
Rossella and Antonella presents their project “MICXCAPO” (Annex V)
This is an experimentation led by Formedil on team leaders and worksite supervisors. 43 Italian training centres are
involved in this 18 months project. The aim is to develop a “PSP”: Professional Path Development. For this, a
specific training for tutors and coordinators (from Formedil) has been developed with training tools dedicated to
tutors. A regular review is made with the professionals, 6 times during the 16 months of the project, named “SAP”,
or Professional Advancement Self-Assessment.
Paola Bolognini says that this experience could be a starting point to our project but we need to clarify if this
approach fits to our goals. We need to deal with our national realities and try to adapt the project to our needs (as
we are not certifying bodies).
Discussion about the fact of changing VET path …
We could create a common training path in the frame of our ConstructyVet project, which each partner could
adjust / propose / use in his national context. But does it fit to the application? Yes, if we use it in order to CHANGE
our training path. (2 per partners)
Here is the proposition:
O2
LO1

O3A1

O4

Team Leaders

LO2
LO3

Worksite supervisors

CERTIFICATION

LO4

Learning units =
- description
- objectives
- content
- methodology
- assessment
- duration

Formedil will in this case propose a support / template in order to follow the same structure. Some partners agree
with this methodology but remember, it is really important to finish O2 before going into O3. FLC likes this
approach and thinks it could be a part of IO4 which is dedicated to evaluation. Warrington Collegiate finds this
experimentation excellent but Olwenn and Lee cannot decide for their institution. This should be added to an
existing qualification.
The discussion then turns to the issue of the certification, the recognition of the new skills that we are going to
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define into the partners’ training curricula.
Frank says the curricula frameworks are already established, designed after a 5 years’ discussion with the
companies, and that they cannot amend them. Maybe this could be integrated as an option (Warrington nods). He
says the objective of BZB is to get their training contents more attractive for the companies, to prove that they
“offer more than regulations”, but that they will not be able to modify the curricula themselves. Olwenn says that
Warrington’s situation is similar and that they also are too small to design and offer new curricula.
Agnieszka Szymczak explains that the VET situation in Poland is deeply changing, that all training paths are
redesigned. And IBE itself is not a training centre so it is impossible to make commitments now.
Laetitia says that if they bring something more convenient to their companies and workers, something more
“ready-to-use”, it will be interesting. But another possibility is to focus on continuous training, on which they have a
much bigger margin. The idea could be to create a new further training curriculum. FLC and FLC Asturias agree.
Renato Florentino explains that initial and continuous training for Cenfic have the same profile. Continuous training
proposes the same units, but not in the same order. At the end, trainees have the same qualifications. Changing the
curricula requires a 3, 4 maybe 5 years process.
Cenfic has 2 possibilities:
1 to focus on handmade training asked by companies - Cenfic is paid for that, and can propose what they want.
2 propose the training as an option.
Sébastien stresses that the application’s objectives are to “renew, enrich and experiment VET paths in initial or
continuous training”, and for that to renew or create new contents. He also reminds that most of the partners
promised the companies involved in the surveys, interviews and focus groups that their contributions would be
used to adapt or amend existing training paths.
As far as O3-A2 is concerned, Sébastien clarifies that Formedil’s project is interesting because it creates bridges
between VET centres and companies  recommendation for learners accompaniment; and could be brought
directly to this output.
O1-A2: selection of paths.
Sébastien reminds that the partners have to select a minimum of 4 training paths to be renewed or created (2 per
profile). Paola and him ask for a round table to have a vision of this task:
BE 2+2 ok
FR 1+1
FLC 1+1 (same paths for FLC Asturias)
IT 1+1
IBE not yet
Cenfic 2+2 ok
UK not yet
DE 1+1

Conclusions-decisions:
Model of Learning Units will be done by Formedil with the help of FLC and sent to the partners
Related documents

Yes

Annex V : A proposal for IO3 by Formedil

Annex V
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Agenda topic

Qualitative, administrative and financial following-up

Discussion-key points:
Sébastien Roux presents the work done by Marek on the time sheets: EXCEL file with the days used per partner, IO
and period (see Annex VI).
Please try to respect the number of days linked to the periods and outputs. This map will be updated (cf yesterday’s
discussion).
Please specify in the timesheets to which output you refer to.
Please send only the last version of the time sheets, signed by the legal representative.
Pay attention to the days’ portions: the agency gives the advice of selecting 0, 5 and 1.
The CCCA-BTP reminds that partners should not to have the same person as manager and researcher. Try to avoid
the “lone worker”, the same person doing all the job.
CCCA presents a document which has been validate by the Erasmus+ Agency and aims at simplifying the procedure
concerning the “certificate of employment” (see annex VII). Every partner is invited to do the same for y every
institution. This will avoid each partner to translate every professional’s work contract. It must be validated by the
RH manager and the General Manager (Legal representative).
Satisfaction survey is diffused by Sebastien Roux.
The meeting ends at 16h45
Related documents

Yes

Annex VI
Annex VII

Annex VI : Excel file with the days used by partner, IO and period
Annex VII : Model of the document replacing the “certificate of employment”

NEXT TRANSNATIONAL MEETING:
DUSSELDORF (BZB) – 22 and 23 of March 2017
Followed by the REFORME Meeting on 24 of march (9 AM – 5 PM)
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Annex I. Meeting Agenda
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Annex II . Signatures Sheet
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